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Background
History
The One Straw Society was founded in 1995 by Robin Wheeler,
who envisioned and created One Straw from the ground up in
hopes to create a platform to help people with different skills and
resources come together to support one another.
The first zucchini festival was organized, a simple country fair
boasting all things sustainable, with a children’s’ fiddle contest,
zucchini toss and plant sales. The organization grew and One
Straw arranged a community seed exchange event (Seedy
Saturday), a digital bulletin board to share farm goods, and the
Live and Learn and Sustainable Living Arts certificate programs
were established, all bringing a wealth of resources and
knowledge into the community. One Straw created the Ocean
Vegetables Community Garden, Fruit Tree Project, Grow Your
Own Dinner Program, Edible Garden Tour and so much more.
Meetings were sometimes also potlucks, complete with kids and
dogs. And the years passed…
One Straw has grown to over 200 members including many
devoted lifetime members who volunteer and support our
community to grow and thrive. Many community partnerships
have been created that help support the diverse populations on
the Sunshine Coast including the Sechelt Nation, Gibsons Youth
Centre, Sunshine Coast Alternative School, Chatelech Secondary
School, Sunshine Coast in Transition, Sunshine Coast Seed
Collective and many more.
Although other leaders and official Society status came over time,
Robin remained the visionary until her passing in 2012.

Loss & Rebirth
The loss of a founder who had devoted her life and time to the
mission proved to be a challenge for the Society to overcome due
to the nature of losing a leader, a planner, and a full-time volunteer
in one blow. There was a lack of framework and documentation to

support succession, (policies, job descriptions, strategic plans)
and to guide the board and staff as to how to move forward.
In 2017, the board recognized the need to diversify and rebuild to
meet the changing demographics, economy, and needs of the
Sunshine Coast, which led to a refocused, creative and broader
planning process for One Straw’s future.
At this time, the Board of Directors transitioned into a Policy
Governance Board to focus primarily on visioning, policies and
accountability to the broader community (One Straw’s “owners”).
This model provides the guide and framework within which staff
are empowered to have the creative freedom to interpret policy
and implement initiatives, services and programs.

Strategic Planning
Organizations operate in an environment that is changing at an
unprecedented pace. Impacted by the economy, technology, the
environment and demographics, change has become the “new
normal”. Leaders in any organization must be looking ahead,
anticipating change, and developing a strategy to proactively and
successfully navigate through the turbulence created by change.
This is strategic planning.
This process was used to set priorities, focus energy and
resources, ensure that employees and partners are working
toward common goals, and establish agreement around intended
outcomes and results.
It produces fundamental decisions that shape and guide what One
Straw Society is, who it serves, what it does, and why it does it,
with a focus on the future. Strategic planning that works is based
on a strong organizational foundation. This foundation describes
the difference in the world that the organization hopes to achieve,
the work the organization exists to do toward achieving this
change, and the values that are held true in all of the work of the
One Straw Society.
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Stakeholder Input
Stakeholders (the community, staff, Sechelt Nation, board
members, community partners, donors, and funding bodies)
are the driving force of our service. As a part of the Carver
Policy Governance model, the community and its members
are our owners as a community social service society.
Aside from formalized data collection, feedback is encouraged and
gathered naturally, candidly and consistently by simply fostering
an overall culture of acceptance and openness. We find that
people in general are more willing to speak honestly and openly
about issues, concerns, ideas, and suggestions when the
approach is personalized, informal, and one-on-one. This is more
difficult to measure and offer statistical evidence for, but is often
more thorough, concise and beneficial than formalized surveys.
What IS important is ensuring that concerns and ideas are being
documented, evaluated and addressed, regardless of whether
they are received formally or informally. The following are ways in
which we solicit and receive stakeholder feedback and
participation:
1) Open Door Culture
Of utmost importance is that regardless of one’s affiliation
with One Straw, everyone has the right to provide feedback
for the purposes of addressing concerns or making
improvements. This is the nature of the owners of the
Society being simply described as “the residents of the
Sunshine Coast”. Anyone can connect with us via phone,
email, through the website, through our networking events,
and our presence at public events makes us continuously
accessible.
2) Event Feedback Polls
Encouraging feedback from community members at events
allows input from the broader community (outside One
Straw’s membership). Most recently, 2018’s Seedy
Saturday encouraged dozens to participate in prioritizing
strategies and programs that would help the community
become more food secure and support the local food
system.

3) AGM & Visioning
The AGM is typically well attended, and One Straw uses
this to combine Planning and Visioning activities. The 2017
AGM saw over 40 members contribute to ideas, strategies,
and priorities that were translated into the new Ends
Policies (included herein).
4) Partnership Input
Our active involvement on boards, committees and
initiatives of other organizations and local government
continually acts as a means to gather input and insight.
5) Board Strategic Planning
The Board of Directors is actively involved in strategic
planning, with plans for this to continue through to
September 2018.
6) Stakeholder Surveys
One Straw completes annual surveys of membership
requesting feedback on their involvement with One Straw,
and how people are benefiting from the programs and
events. Although not currently an annual feedback effort,
One Straw plans to implement this as a part of its “Viability
Study” in 2018, repeated annually.
7) Social Media
Social Media is an unfiltered platform from which to gauge
public opinion, priorities, and demand. Several individuals
affiliated with One Straw bring feedback from various
forums to contribute to planning.
8) Project-specific Focus Groups
One Straw facilitates focus groups for certain initiatives,
plans and projects, which ensures input of Stakeholders
on a detailed, ground-level basis. (i.e. Community
Gardening visioning, Grow Your Own Dinner team)
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SWOT Analysis: The Overview

•
•
•
•
•

Lots of members!
Lots of volunteers!
New, refreshed board
Well-known & good reputation
Ocean Avenue Boulevard land
Tools for picking & gardening
Positive relationships with other
like-minded groups
Green Banner Guide
Always involve stakeholders
Good at connecting people
Lots of teachers & mentors
Events well-attended

within the Society

S

W

O

T

Many newcomers
More/new food businesses
Untapped grants & funding
Growing demand for local food
Young homesteader movement
Community focus of Coasters
Registered Charities partnerships
Collab with local groups & large
scale organizations
• Sechelt Band (land, funds, people)
• Gov’t priority on food security
outside the Society
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No staﬀ or oﬃcial E.D.
Lacking leadership
Advocacy
Food Policy Council
Lacking time and money
Need more funding sources
Need structure, documentation,
policies & plans
No succession plan
Unclear overall mission & plan
Waning reputation
Unable to continue some
programs

• Too small - geographically,
population, too rural
• SCRD lack of support
• Below average incomes
• Housing Crisis
• Lack of available arable land
• Geographically spread out
• Again Population
• Too many local non-profits
• Locals moving away
• ALR in transition & ALR misuse
• Bylaws & zoning restrictions

Threats

Opportunities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weaknesses

Strengths

An analysis of internal strengths, weaknesses, and external opportunities and threats of One Straw Society, that impact focus
and viability of where we go, what we do, and who we involve as we plan & grow.
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SWOT Analysis: Breaking it down
STRENGTHS (within the Society)
•
•
•
•

What do we do well? What do others think we do well?
What is our bargaining power with funders and partners?
What connections, partnerships, and supporters do we have?
What resources do we already have and can draw upon (staff,
money, intellectual property, land, assets, etc.)?

• Events are well attended & community seems to value them
(Seedy Saturday, Fall Faire, Ocean Veg Comm Gardens, Fruit
Tree Project)
• Good exposure & reputation - community knows the name,
even if unsure of what OSS does; Founder, Robyn Wheeler, is a
legacy in food security; Other orgs seek OSS’s input and
involvement.
• Teaching & Mentorship - Used to be Live & Learn Program, lots
of local teachers, mentors. What OSS may be best known for
• High active membership for such a small society
• Volunteers - lots long-standing or willing to return
• Relationships and partnerships are longstanding & positive farmers, Sechelt Nation, SC in Transition, SC Seed Collective,
Youth Centre, Gibsons Garden Club, Permaculture Design, etc
• Good at Connecting Food Providers & Consumers
• Ocean Avenue Boulevard Land - highly visible downtown strip of
land leased to OSS by city, 8’ wide for 3 blocks (Currently OVCG)
• Gardening and tree picking tools - owned by OSS
• Fall Fair with Stone Soup potluck at the end of the evening; lots
of local farmers and food producers are involved
• Green Banner Guide - searchable online and a paper brochure, a
good resource for finding who on the SC provides what
• Field to Feast - began in 2015, held at Longhouse 2015 &
Halfmoon Herbals 2016; 60-100 attended; potential fundraiser
• Board of Directors - new members & ideas, professional, diverse

WEAKNESSES (within the Society)
What resources do we lack (staff, money, docs, assets, etc.)?
What do we do that's not well attended, received or reviewed?
What costs us extensive time or money?
What might not be best targeting our Ends & Mission?
Where might we need more education/expertise/connetions?

• No STAFF! (no funds to pay them well enough!)
• Need leadership - lacking a strong board chair or CEO to guide
the planning, rebuilding, communication
• Advocacy - not strong enough eﬀorts, unclear focus, unclear
participation
• Food Policy Council - have not been able to come to concensus
about focus, priorities; needs leadership & focus
• Not enough TIME or MONEY - unable to DO all we want to do
(volunteer appreciation, admin framework & policies, responding
to community, plan and implement new programs & events
• Lack of funding diversity - a single funder & small amounts of
revenue from events; need more contracts, grants, etc.
• Need structure - always been relationship & honour based; no
clear structure, policy, or accountabilities in place. Productivity is
based solely on the sense of responsibility of an incumbent
• No succession plan
• No strategic plan
• Loss of Founder / “CEO” - eﬀect on morale, recognition of lack
of structure/documentation/plans; change in focus
• Communication (Board & Staﬀ) - overwhelming! Too much!
• Waning reputation - public unsure of what’s happening with One
Straw, rumours of dissolution & disorganization
• Inability to continue many existing programs due to lack of
people, time and money
• Strained relationships - SCACL & HRDC Summer Student
Grants (poor past documentation, spending, communication) due
to unclear accountabilities and staﬀ turnover.
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SWOT Analysis: Breaking it down
OPPORTUNITIES (outside the Society)

THREATS (outside the Society & our control)

What demographics, economy, environmental, social patterns, trends
and needs could lead to opportunities?
What regulations, policy or public budgets could help our mission?
What areas or groups are underserved?
What exists that we could partner with or support?

What demographics, economy, environment, social patterns, trends
and needs could challenge our mission?
What regulations, policy or public budgets could threaten our
mission?
What new or existing trends, technology or markets threaten our
mission?

• Newcomers - influx of people moving to the Coast, many with
money & professional experience
• Growing demand for local food - overall social change
• New & more FOOD businesses - farm collectives, restaurants,
GPM, etc.
• “Young Homesteader” movement - young people & families
want reconnection to nature & food; youtube channels, it's cool
• Community focus of SC residents - as volunteers, donors, etc.
• Registered Charities - New, more active & positive partnerships
for more funding & grant opportunities (SCCS)
• Partner with local like-focused groups - share resources,
exposure, staff, money (Gardening Club, Iris Griffiths,
Permaculture Design, Seed Collective, etc)
• Grants & Funding potential (gaming, agriculture, R&D,
corporations etc); larger OSS profile could mean more options
• Collab with large-scale heavily resourced Organizations for
mentorship, resources, funding, networking, advocacy - BC Food
Systems Network, BC Food Security Gateway, VCH (Dietician)
• Emergency Preparedness priorities in SCRD
• Food Security priorities nation-wide
• Sechelt Indian Band - funds, land & people
• Rotary Clubs (3 on the Sunshine Coast)
• Aging Population - more time & money
• ALR protecting farmland, but lots not being used to capacity

• Too small geographically & too rural - Grants & funding usually
for bigger regions, organizations & projects
• SCRD lack of support for food security initiatives
• Below average household income levels on the SC
• Housing crisis - people moving oﬀ coast; lack of labour force;
People want to live where they grow/farm, but lack of options
• Lack of available land for housing and growing food
• Geographically separated & spread out - aﬀect potential staﬀ,
board, donors; eﬀorts, volunteers, projects, and geographic focus
• Aging Population - less able to grow food, need more support,
decreasing incomes for seniors
• Lots of local non-profits - volunteer, fundraiser & donor burnout
• Small population - less of a pool from which to recruit leaders,
volunteers, professionals, donors, etc.
• Many locals leave the Coast for work - commuters
• ALR in transition; people using it for tax advantages, huge
houses, owners not wanting to farm
• Bylaws & zoning restrict housing - therefore restrict options to
share arable land by adding homes for those that would grow
•
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Definitions
For the purposes of clearly defining all information

contained herein, unless otherwise defined:

“FOOD” means local, sustainable, culturally appropriate,
safe, high quality, fresh, and minimally processed foods.

“SEED SOVEREIGNTY” means the freedom to collect, regrow, save and distribute seed, free of legal and practical
restrictions, as a necessary foundation for healthy, equitable
and resilient food systems.

“FOOD SECURE” means all people, at all times, have
physical and economic access to sufficient, safe and
nutritious food to meet their dietary needs and food
preferences for an active and healthy life.
“FOOD SOVEREIGN” means peoples have the right to
access healthy and culturally appropriate food produced
through ecologically sound and sustainable methods, and
the right to define their own food and agriculture systems.
“FOOD SYSTEM” is the path that food travels from seed to
soil, field to fork and back again. It includes the growing,
harvesting, seed-saving, processing, packaging,
transporting, marketing, consuming, and disposing of food. It
also includes the inputs needed and outputs generated at
each step.
“FUNDER” means any organization, government or entity
that enters into a contractual agreement to provide funds in
exchange for the provision of services to meet an agreed
outcome or end. This does not include donors.
“PEOPLE” refers to everyone on the Lower Sunshine Coast,
including Indigenous persons, and people of all ages,
cultures, genders and abilities. “People” is not limited to
stakeholders or members of the Society.

“SEED SECURITY” means that sufficient quantity of seed of
adapted crops are within reasonable proximity (spatial
availability), and in time for critical sowing periods (temporal
availability), people have adequate income or other
resources to purchase or barter for appropriate seeds and
that the quality of Seed is of acceptable quality and of
desired varieties (seed health, physiological quality, and
variety integrity).
“STAFF” means anyone who enters into an agreement to
work with the Society, whether paid or unpaid, regardless of
duration or term (one-time event vs. long-term).
“SUSTAINABLE” means meeting the needs of the earth, our
natural environment and human population while conserving
or creating resources for future generations.
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Mission, Vision & Values

Mission:

Vision:

One Straw Society’s mission is to
provide education, advocacy and
community connections, empowering
people to access and engage in a local,
resilient, and sustainable food system.

To see the
Sunshine Coast participating in
and becoming a role model for
a diverse, connected, thriving
and sovereign local food system.

Values:
As an organization we believe in :
• Caring for the Earth
• Caring for People
• Caring for the Future
• Positive transition
• Right to Livelihood
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Ends Policies
Based on the vision, the mission and the values of One Straw Society, the Board of Directors created the following Ends Policies to
structure the focus, priorities, and expectations of the operations of the Society. These Ends provide the framework for creating programs,
services, and partnerships, with these consistently as the target.

People access and engage in a local, resilient, sustainable food system.
1.

People grow and produce food locally.
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

2.

Food is accessible to consumers.
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

3.

People freely choose the food they consume.
People have the means to access food.
People are food secure when faced with unexpected circumstances.
People have enough food options.

The food system is environmentally sustainable.
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

4.

People have the freedom to grow, harvest and preserve food.
People share and access food knowledge and skills.
People have access to viable agricultural land and labour.
The Sunshine Coast is seed sovereign.

People ethically and respectfully steward our land, air and water.
People grow and harvest food in way that regenerates the landscape.
People use environmentally responsible means to process, package, transport, market & consume food.
The Sunshine Coast has zero food waste.

The Sunshine Coast has a robust local food economy.
4.1
4.2

Farmers, producers and distributors are able to make a living providing food.
People have access to facilities to process food safely.
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Walking Backward (from Vision to Action)
One Straw’s VISION is…
To see the Sunshine Coast participating in and becoming a role model for
a diverse, connected, thriving and sovereign local food system.

This leads us to our MISSION…
We provide education, advocacy and community connections, empowering people
to access and engage in a local, resilient, and sustainable food system.

While on the path, we vow to honour our VALUES…
Caring for the Earth
Encouraging the
regeneration of the
natural environment.

Caring for People
Supporting the
needs and wellbeing
of our stakeholders,
volunteers and staﬀ.

Caring for the Future
Supporting the
wellbeing of the future
generations through
sustainable practices.

Supportive Transitions
Creating a safe,
welcoming platform
for people to make
positive change.

Right to Livelihood
The right to support
oneself, family, and
community through
ethical work.
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One Straw’s Vision will be achieved if we meet our ENDS…
People grow and produce
food locally

Food is accessible to
consumers

The food system is
environmentally
responsible

The Sunshine Coast has a
robust food economy

Which can be interpreted by whether or not (or how well / how much)…
1. People have the freedom
to grow, harvest and
preserve food.
2. People share and access
food knowledge and
skills.
3. People have access to
viable agricultural land
and labour.
4. The Sunshine Coast is
seed sovereign.
5. Grocers, restauranteurs
and other food
businesses consistently
have local food options.

1. People freely choose the
food they consume.
2. People have the means
to access food (money,
transportation, physical
accessibility).
3. People are food secure
when faced with
unexpected
circumstances
(emergency
preparedness).
4. People have enough food
options.

1. People ethically and
respectfully steward our
land, air and water.
2. People grow and harvest
food in a way that
regenerates the
landscape.
3. People use
environmentally
responsible means to
process, package,
transport, market, and
consume food.
4. The Sunshine Coast has
zero food waste.

1. Farmers, producers, and
distributors are able to
make a living providing
food.
2. People have access to
facilities to process food
safely (commercial
kitchens, egg grading,
etc.)
3. New food businesses on
the Sunshine Coast are
thriving and successful.
4. Grocers, restauranteurs
and other food
businesses consistently
have local food options.
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These long-term (5-year) goals support achieving One Straw’s Ends…
1. FOOD INFO-SHARE - The public has access to an
interactive Food System Database to connect seed &
food suppliers with buyers, teachers with learners, land
owners with those seeking land, and identification of gaps
in the food system for new businesses & initiatives
2. EDUCATION & INFORMATION is ongoing, accessible,
professional, thorough, and available; OSS has an
ongoing annual Learning Series of workshops and
learning events; partner with other educators; youth &
vulnerable populations are targeted
3. COMMUNITY FOOD HUB & GARDENS: OSS operates a
Community Food Hub, with community gardens, handson workshop space, a resource and information hub,
oﬃce, and local food products for sale (shared coop
style). Accessible by transit.
4. OSS HAS AN ADVOCACY ARM that is purposeful and
professional - SCRD and municipal governments
adopting the Food Charter, building food into emergency
preparedness plans, deforestation practices, food waste,
water management, community gardens, etc.
5. DECREASED FOOD WASTE - The Sunshine Coast has
implemented a government initiated and enforced food
waste program.
6. OSS PARTNERS WITH existing food initiatives: OSS
has a list of community partners in food initiatives, and
maintains positive relationships with mutual benefit for
eﬀorts that meet OSS Ends.

7. FARMERS & FOOD PRODUCERS have multiple means
to sell products via farm collectives in each geographic
region, farm markets, contracts with grocers, the Food
Hub, etc. Residents know about and are choosing local
food; participation in farm collectives & farm markets by
consumers is increased by 25%
8. 50% more FOOD BUSINESSES on the SC consistently
feature LOCAL FOOD (restaurants, grocers, etc)
9. OSS EVENTS are high profile, well attended, and act to
serve many purposes - exposure, connecting &
networking people, fundraising, learning, etc. 3 per year.
10. MARKETING is clever, creative, and targeted, making the
food system and good food choices fulfilling, meaningful,
exciting, and cool. Target youth (future farmers) and
vulnerable populations; Tell stories, push trends with cool
products, use social media, etc.
11. PUBLIC RESOURCE LIBRARY of info for food related
(growing, seed saving, water management, etc.); forms &
agreements (for land share, spin farming, etc.); tools (for
farming, harvesting and preserving); resources on grants,
subsidies; and eco-options (packaging, energy, etc.)
meets the barriers of access to knowledge & tools
12. OSS STARTUP INCENTIVES: OSS provides incentives
for initiatives that support the Ends (small grants,
volunteer work crews, free consulting, planning & support,
etc.); Support new & creative ways of supporting the local
food system, particularly in targeted demographics.
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In order to achieve them, we recognize the need to develop and eﬃciently use our RESOURCES…
Build a creative & accountable TEAM
* Define roles required
* Create thorough role accountabilities
* Recruit staﬀ (paid or unpaid)
* Coach, support, monitor,
and communicate!

Build sustainable INFRASTRUCTURE
* Write guiding policies, templates
* Create a Marketing Plan
* Build Website & Database Platform
* Create a Reporting Structure
* Teach & nurture Policy Governance

Build FINANCIAL sustainability
* Secure diverse funders/contracts
* Create descriptive Grant Template
* Create Donor & Planned Giving Tools
* Plan programs & events that act as
both services and fundraisers

This means that THIS YEAR, in 2018, we will…
Establish Infrastructure & Admin
1. Design organizational structure - roles, reporting, etc.
2. Write job descriptions (E.D., coordinators, volunteers)
3. Hire Executive Director
4. Recruit & hire (paid or unpaid) for identified roles
5. Build operations framework - write policies & procedures
6. Create volunteer program (recruitment, recognition, etc)
7. Update website
Complete a Food Viability Study - Food demands vs. what’s
available, barriers, gaps in the food system,
1. Create template of info/data that we want to collect and from
whom (i.e. templates of info to gather from farmers, food
businesses, consumers, etc. Clarify important demographics)
2. Gather data: promote, connect, publish, link, ask in person!

Create a Marketing Plan by paid or unpaid marketing coord.
1. Complete plan for marketing, communications & exposure
2. Outreach plan to target people who are not seeking, don’t
understand, and wouldn’t choose One Straw’s ends.
Build Partners & Relationships
1. Create framework of partnership criteria and benefits
2. Ensure partners include
1. local Organizations, gov’t, committees and initiatives
2. Large-scale / Prov / Federal organizations
3. Respond to requests and pursue partnerships where services
and initiatives could be benefited by doing so.
Seek funding diversity - Identify potential funding opportunities;
Acquire at least $10,000 (grant/donors)

Plan the Database
1. Complete viability study - what exists? Cost? Needs? etc.
2. Build a committee of SC Stakeholders to begin forming the
content, style, and interface of the Food System Database

Advocate for policy/legislation - Complete & advocate for SCRD
to adopt Food Charter; Activate for zero food waste initiatives

Ensure Teaching & Learning continue
1. Create annual calendar, (monthly/seasonal workshops)
2. Hold 4 workshops
3. Support & Promote oﬀerings from partner educators

Maintain OV Community Gardens - keep tidy; complete plans for
its use and development.

Host 2 major public events - Seedy Saturday, and Fall Faire

Continue and distribute the Green Banner Guide
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Addressing Current Programs & Services
Due to the longevity of the organization, its deep roots in the community, and its active members that may be concerned about
the future of One Straw’s Programs, it is essential that change is addressed with honour for the past, gratitude for involvement,
and transparent communication about future plans. When One Straw is communicating, stakeholders will be informed of the
Society’s decisions, the rationale for those decisions, and the plan for what will happen next.
Name of Program or
Initiative

Decision

Rationale

Plan

Grow Your Own Dinner

discontinue

target population not being met; not particularly
well-attended; unclear focus; its content can easily
be included in other learning events

Discontinue as its own, branded program; New
ongoing One Straw Learning Series will occur monthly
and topics will include how to plan, start and grow
your own garden. Our teacher/mentors from this
program will be invited to continue with the new
Learning Series.

Lending Library

on hold

No resources to manage maintenance and lending
of tools; not promoted to be accessible to broader
community & target populations; no physical
accessible space to store the items with ongoing
public access

Evaluate - either rebuild this in future with more
structured lending practices, build inventory into
website; partner with other lenders?, promote to
ensure its being well used; OR discontinue/pass on to
another business or org able to take it on

Ocean Vegetables
Community Gardens

maintain;

No resources to build or enhance this now; Need
time for a more intentional plan for how to use this
space; need to keep it tidy as it’s in the public eye

Use this space to its best capacity, as it’s high profile
in downtown Sechelt, practically free, and accessible
by transit; assess the community’s needs & desires;
build a whole design and plan for this space; recruit
an ongoing Coordinator to run this; consider
converting portion of boxes to private/rented;

Field to Feast

on hold

No resources to run a major event this year

Partner with other organizations & food producers to
build this up into a significant high-end fundraising
event - high profile, higher ticket prices, high quality
foods, major donors & grants to run it, etc.

Edible Garden Tour

on hold

No resources to coordinate this

Evaluate how to make this something that can better
generate revenue; Create a plan that oﬀers more
formal information and programming; Create a
marketing plan to increase attendance.
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Name of Program or
Initiative

Decision

Rationale

Plan

Seedy Saturday

continue

most well-attended event of One Straw, serves as
a venue for networking & connecting food
providers & consumers; seed saving initiatives; a
workshop/learning space; and fundraising

Create a template for the event to provide to future
staﬀ or contractors that run it (philosophy, outcomes,
layout of space, communications, fee schedules, etc.)

Fall Faire

continue

well attended, particularly good for farmers &
vendors to connect due to Stone Soup Potluck
after; serves as a venue for networking &
connecting; workshop/learning space; fundraising

Create template for the event to provide to future staﬀ
or contractors that run it (philosophy, outcomes,
layout of space, communications, fee schedules, etc.);
Evaluate best way to run Stone Soup Potluck

Fruit Tree Project

discontinue

Resource intensive; geographically spread out,
Oﬀer the connections we have to parties that may be
making it diﬃcult to time, staﬀ, and coordinate,
interested in taking this on
doesn’t meet the ends as well as other eﬀorts may;
highest risk of all the programs with insuﬃcient
insurance

Zero Food Waste
Initiatives

on hold
* small
eﬀorts

No resources to initiate something specific to OSS;
board member currently sitting on Zero Food
Waste Council and acts as an OSS rep

Support eﬀorts of other groups, and oﬀer OSS input;
SCRD, SC Community Services, etc.; Incorporate
food waste issues into the food charter.
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Brainstorming Strategies for…
END #1: PEOPLE GROW AND PRODUCE FOOD LOCALLY
These are collated notes from various groups and brainstorming sessions with stakeholders. Whether or not ideas are viable, realistic,
priority, or adequately address the ends, they are documented here. This ensures no contribution is lost, and over time, ideas will be
revisited to consider application as needs, resources, society, and priorities change. As of March 12, this list is incomplete.
FOOD VIABILITY STUDY - OSS needs more Info to know what to
support, what info to provide, what to advocate for, etc. what
types of food do people want & need; what barriers are there for
people with limited means; what foods are missing from the local
food system; connect this info to our OSS database? See what
Powell River has done

MARKETING! Make people EXCITED, enabled & unhindered
about food & growing

OSS provides incentives including MONEY - grants?
Endowment Fund? Connect to resources/grants that already exist

Different Means to Grow your Food
Spin Farming & Land Share options? - Food Charter will address
land access; challenges are there are no guarantees to keeping
the land; everyone shares in risk
Eco-village

New, awesome COMMUNITY GARDENS & FOOD HUB physical hub for education/workshops; people to see all the
different aspects of growing, soil building, composting, pruning,
harvesting, seed saving, etc., space to rent out for events;
covered workshop area
resource hub (available: books, resources, flyers, tools, forms,
grant info, person to ask questions & book tours)
Education - create full-year calendar & outline for monthly &
seasonal workshops (at least one with SIB, 1 free permaculture
day with Delvin & Kym, team up with other offerings and help to
promote those)
at least 3 workshops take place onsite at gardens/farms
COLLABORATE! Support existing food initiatives
- Canning Collective, farm collectives (Gibsons, Sechelt), Seed
Collective, Permaculture Design, Pender Harbour initiatives? SC
Wildlife Project
- OSS fills in the blanks - provide or network to offer education
and initiatives for other stuff (i.e. smoking for food preservation,
etc.)
Create a partnership/collaboration list of criteria and benefits
- what qualifies an org/business to be supported by OSS
- what benefits will they get from OSS - ad in green banner, logo
use, financial???,

Tell STORIES! People’s successes moving from urban, foodbuying to GROWING food; find out the stories; stories that people
can relate to - publish in Coast Life Magazine; in short video clips;

High Density Growing - Pots, deck/patio gardens, vertical
gardens, education, workshops,
Cool Products! Make it attractive & fun! - woolly pockets, vertical
food towers, green roofs - network to be a supplier? connect
people to resources
Homesteaders Emporium Agreements for Land share, spin farming, land use - Provide
template agreements - i.e. work on the land, offering land to
others as gardens, beekeepers, etc. ; consider privacy & sharing
dynamics
Provide resources and information into: Farming Subsidies
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Brainstorming Strategies for…
END #2: FOOD IS ACCESSIBLE TO CONSUMERS
These are collated notes from various groups and brainstorming sessions with stakeholders. Whether or not ideas are viable, realistic,
priority, or adequately address the ends, they are documented here. This ensures no contribution is lost, and over time, ideas will be
revisited to consider application as needs, resources, society, and priorities change.
OSS DATABASE (like the TINDER of food!) to find what you’re
looking for (specific products, types of producers or farms in
general, places to volunteer, buyers, teachers, etc.) - create a
COMMITTEE to develop it (from all over SC)
1. Seeds - seed collective
2. Sellers (products and produce) - online easy system to
create profiles - who we are, what we grow or produce,
available to whom, amounts, whether we would want to
expand or (i.e. would like to grow mushrooms, etc.)
3. Buyers - who is looking for what, in particular, large-scale
ongoing contract buyers (restaurants, grocers, caterers)
4. Mentors/Teachers - who we are, what we teach, what
resources we have available or what we need to teach,
availability, cost, etc.
5. Education/Events - what workshops, events and/or resources
are available & when
6. Land - who has land available to use for growing and/or living
under what terms (related to food - farm help in exchange for
rent, land share with own home, etc.)
7. Gather info from other initiatives that exist to add.
Considerations when building a database: what exists? What
do people want & need? must be self-sufficient, it must empower
people to teach, mentor, grow, connect and volunteer on their own
in their own communities (rather than requiring OSS to facilitate
ongoing)
Green Banner - lists of food resources on the Coast - EXPAND to
include… coupons, educational articles, featured farmers, news
about agriculture laws, info about One Straw, calls to action, etc.
Food Security - ensure food security is addressed in SC
Emergency Preparedness Plan
• educate community about emergency preparedness and FOOD
- where to access food in preparation, what supplies would be
needed, etc.

• Prevention - what environmental efforts can we implement,
support or advocate for that will actually PREVENT emergencies
Food Waste - Can this be made available to people as well
through OSS database or otherwise? What else?
Support people having the MEANS to access food • Money - continue to support/facilitate the coupon program
• Food Hub - free food via community gardens? A place to learn
how to grow your own food for free/almost free; support food
exchanges for work.
• Transportation - advocate/policy - add bus routes, talk to Share
There
Food Policy/FOOD CHARTER! - Advocacy, involvement in R&D,
education & new legislation to allow people to produce, sell & buy
food of their choice (i.e. raw milk, culturally appropriate foods, etc.)
OSS Grants (we do the giving) Proposals/RFP/Funding & Grants
given to people who are starting initiatives or startups (mentors,
teachers, growers, producers, etc.)??? In exchange for funding,
we want your curriculum to be open-source (if a teacher), or…?
OV Community Gardens - basic operation for 2018 - keep it
looking nice; run a planting session; Emergency Preparedness &
Advocacy (ensuring environment is protected in the food system
can help prevent environmental emergencies)
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Brainstorming Strategies for…
END #3: THE FOOD SYSTEM IS ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE
These are collated notes from various groups and brainstorming sessions with stakeholders. Whether or not ideas are viable, realistic,
priority, or adequately address the ends, they are documented here. This ensures no contribution is lost, and over time, ideas will be
revisited to consider application as needs, resources, society, and priorities change.
Educate people!
• permaculture education and demonstration
• create curriculum for at least 4 workshops (i.e. permaculture
design, seed saving, garden planning, water management,
hugelkultur, raised sheet mulching, 3 sisters, aquaponics,
vertical growing, preserving, etc)
• education around choosing NOT to buy
• composting
• database of mentors and local teachers
• Create annual CALENDAR of learning opportunities
• Winter (dec/jan/feb) - plant & plan, Seedy Saturday, seed
saving
• Spring (mar/apr/may) - Earth day, soil mgmt,
• Summer (june/july/aug) - water management, wild crafting,
foraging, fishing,
• Fall (sept/oct/nov) - harvesting, preserving, mucology,
medicine-making,
Hire an education coordinator
Zero food waste
• OSS will sit on Zero Food Waste Committee (regional)
• food waste education - the levels of food waste use (i.e. soups,
chicken/animal feed, compost, etc.)
• restaurant/business food waste (add to database? connect to
those who can use food waste)
• INVOLVE Salish Soils, Ginger Jars, SCRD, Canning Coop
• RUN fruit tree project???
Research
learn about eco-options for energy, packaging, etc.
how to share this with those it affects?
Bring your own bag/dishes/straw initiatives
Supporting ORGANICS?

Sustainable foraging & fishing?
Water - deforestation
community water management plan
SCRD & municipal water restriction policies
contribute to local policy on forestation, vegetation protection,
water storage,
Incentives for rainwater collection systems - larger-scale
(1000L),
Viability Study!!! - where are the gaps, what are ways we can fill
those gaps
Incubator for new and developing ideas; feed ideas to students
about the gaps that need to be filled on the Coast.
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Brainstorming Strategies for…
END #4: THE SUNSHINE COAST HAS A ROBUST FOOD ECONOMY
These are collated notes from various groups and brainstorming sessions with stakeholders. Whether or not ideas are viable, realistic,
priority, or adequately address the ends, they are documented here. This ensures no contribution is lost, and over time, ideas will be
revisited to consider application as needs, resources, society, and priorities change.
Farmers have a means to sell products that make it worth
growing and producing food
• Farm Collectives - GFC, SFC (good because they’re online,
easy for buyers, easy for farmers with 1 dropoff per week; BUT
middleman limits profits, only seasonal produce)
• Create a Roberts Creek Farm Collective?
• Create a North Coast Farm Collective? (Pender?)
• Farm Markets - Gibsons, Sechelt, RC & Pender - connect with
them, help promote them to both food producers & consumers
(good because it’s a 1 stop shop, personal connections to food
producers, BUT farmers must take entire days to manage
booths, & there is food waste from sitting in hot sun all day)
• Need to build up reputation, quality, options, marketing,
consistency, organization, and volume at RC Farm Market
• “Mosaic Market” model (or the new Cube in Gibsons) - farm
market running daily or weekly, shared managing of stock/
sales/pre-order pickups so that not all farmers need to be
present
• Grocers - good as a consistent source of income as long as
producers keep growing/producing food, BUT must have
ongoing, high yield and consistent production to maintain
contracts to meet grocer & consumer demands
Farmers grow what will SELL locally (are meeting demands)
• What are the biggest DEMANDS (what to people want to buy) connect this to the database!
Green Banner - bigger distribution, regular updates, membership
ad farmers entering into it, locations of all commercial kitchens,

Commercial Kitchen & Food Supplies - provide locations of all
commercial kitchens, costs, etc. ; develop relationships with and
solicit membership from owners of commercial kitchens;
• access to preserving supplies (Tool Share Program)
Marketing and Media - Advertise WHAT exactly? Advertise for
food producers? Advertise One Straw? Advertise for businesses
that support the ends of OSS?
• Highlight local farmers
• Media blips in local paper
• Social Media Presence - 60b second shorts, advertise events &
workshops, just be generally visible
• radio interviews, radio ads
• TV?
• Local food listings in the local paper (& tourist guide)?
• TARGET MARKETING for demographics
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